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IPARRAGIRRE

PRESENTATION
Sagardoa Route: professionalism, efficiency, authenticity, and commitment.
IRIGOIEN-HERRERO

We are a small agency that was born to tell a story. It’s a story through a product, a way of
life, a region, and a culture. The great value of our origins has given us the opportunity to
create a different proposal, with great historical value, easy accessibility, and proper services.
We offer different facilities for companies according to their needs: event space rentals,
activities that are custom designed and prepared to be enjoyed at cider houses as well as
their surrounding resources, and a catering service that is based on our commitment to the
‘slow food’ and ‘Km 0’ movements, using organic products from local producers.
These are the three pillars that help us provide the best possible service. Our commitment:
creating the right atmosphere so that work is more enjoyable.
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LOCATION
Sagardoa Route’s offerings are focused in the Basque Country, located just a stone’s throw from Donostia-San Sebastian
and close to Bilbao and Biarritz (France), at strategic locations that offer good accessibility.

ASTIGARRAGA

PETRITEGI
ASTIGARRAGA

IRIGOIEN-HERRERO

ZERAIN

OIHARTE

HERNANI
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“Sidrería” building
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Floor 0

DESCRIPTION/LOCATION

Kitchen

A cider house located in the town of Hernani, just 10 minutes from central San Sebastian. This old rural home continues
to exude the essence of its origins today. The main entrance to its ‘Sagardo Gunea’, the central location for events,
meetings, and conferences, is up the small incline known as a ‘mandiyo’, which used to be how a home’s necessities such
as hay for livestock, apples, and other staples were brought up to the loft.

Zone 5

Zone 1

Zone 4
Zone 3
W.C.

Zonae 2

This cider house has an apple orchard near the home that can be visited, ample parking, a terrace, three equipped dining
rooms, access to two bodegas with wooden barrels, and the ‘sagardo gune’, a museum space that is perfect for celebrations and events.

Hall
W.C.

1 BUILDING / 8 AREAS
Zone 1: terrace

Zone 5: private dining room

Zone 2: large dining room

Zone 6: presentation room

Zone 3: small dining room

Zone 7: conference room

Zone 4: wine cellar

Zone 8: exhibition room

Floor 1
Zone 8

Office
Zone 6
Zone 7

CAPACITIES/DIMENSIONS

Zone 5: 60 pers. sitting / 90 pers. standing

Zone 1: 25 pers. sitting / 100 pers. standing

Zone 6: 65 pers. sitting / 120 pers. standing

Zone 2: 130 pers. sitting / 250 pers. standing

Zone 7: 8 pers. sitting / 15 pers. standing

Zone 3: 60 pers. sitting / 115 pers. standing

Zone 8: 40 pers. sitting / 100 pers. standing

Zone 4: Wine cellar 1 (7 wooden barrels)
Wine celler 2 (5 wooden barrels)

SERVICES
Projector / Catering service
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Edificio “Sidrería”
Planta 0
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Planta 1
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DESCRIPTION/LOCATION
The Irigoien-Herrero cider house is a hundred-year-old cider house located in Astigarraga (5 minutes from San Sebastian) on the main road leading to the neighbouring town of Rentería. The importance of the house’s cider bottle and the
wood work there are real highlights of this establishment. Passing through the large door, we are met with different
rooms of the house, which are museums par excellence. A row of balconies and clever manoeuvres between barrels
transport us to a subterranean world of stainless steel.

Zona 1

Almacén

Planta 2

2 BUILDINGS / 7 AREAS
“Cider house” building

“Dastaleku” building

Zone 1: Wine cellar 1		

Zone 6: conference room and dining room

Zone 2: Wine cellar 2		

Zone 7: terrace

Zona 3
Cocina

This wooden palace has an annex space known as ‘dastaleku’, which is prepared for events, meetings, tastings, and other
occasions with everything you could need.
Irigoien-Herrero has a large car park and offers direct access from the main road.

W.C.

Zona 2

Zona 4

W.C.

Edificio “Dastaleku”

Bar
Zona 5

Zone 3: dining room

Zona 6

Zona 7

Zone 4: house museum
Zone 5: presentation room

W.C.

Bar

Cocina

CAPACITIES/DIMENSIONS
Edificio “Sidrería”

Edificio “Dastaleku”

Zone 1: Wine cellar 1 (12 wooden barrels)

Zone 6: 60 pers. sitting / 120 pers. standing

Zone 2: Wine celler 2 (16 stainless steel barrels)

Zone 7: 40 pers. sitting / 60 pers. standing

Zone 3: 140 pers. sitting / 280 pers. standing
Zone 4 & 5: 100 pers. sitting / 200 pers. standing

SERVICES
Projector / Television / Catering service
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Zone 2

Cocina
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DESCRIPTION/LOCATION
Zone 1

The cider house was built next to the house, with a large window that provides ample natural light. This light is shared
with the underground area of the bodega and the private dining room. An exceptional, inviting location to celebrate any
sort of event, wedding, meeting, or team-building exercise.

Bar

The Oiharte cider house is located in Gipuzkoa’s interior known as the Basque Highlands, in the picturesque Goierri-region town of Zerain. Its exceptional location transports us directly to the origins of our history. The estate on which it
is located has a rural house that can be rented out entirely, with different rooms and salons that are ideal for events
requiring accommodation. The old earthen kitchen and chairs used by the house’s ancestors can still be seen in the
‘caserío’.

Zone 3

Edificio “Casa Rural”
Planta 0

The house is equipped with ample parking and direct access from the town of Zerain. Steps from the house is a younger
apple orchard that is tended to with great care so that it will soon bear fruit.

Cocina

Planta 1
W.C.
Zone 4

Zone 5

2 BUILDINGS / 5 AREAS
“Cider house” building

“Rural house” building

Zone 1: large dining room

Zone 4: conference room

Zone 2: small dining room

Zone 5: rooms

Zone 3: Wine celler

CAPACITIES/DIMENSIONS
“Cider house” building
Zone 1: 80 pers. sitting / 160 pers. standing
Zone 2: 45 pers. sitting / 95 pers. standing
Zone 3: wine cellar (2 wooden barrels & 8 stainless steel barrels)

“Rural house” building
Zone 4: 20 pers. sitting / 40 pers. standing
Zone 5: 15 pers. sitting / 6 double rooms with the possibility to add 3 extra beds

SERVICES
Projector in zone 2 / television in zone 1 & 3 / cooking service for groups of at least 15 persons.
Cafeteria service for breakfast (self-service). Price according to the type of breakfast.
Access for disabled persons at zone 1, 2 & 3.
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“Cider Break Experience”

DESCRIPTION/LOCATION

W.C. W.C.

“Petrikafe”

Bar

Petritegi is an old cider corner in Astigarraga, Gipuzkoa, where apples have been grown and cider has been made since
1526.Six generations of the Otaño-Goikoetxe Family have managed to keep Petritegi cider tradition alive and adapt it
to the new times.Petritegi has assembled its many spaces and services in the “Cider Break Experience” offer, which
together with the professionalism, closeness and experience of Petritegi team, will definetely be the best option to
carry out your company’s events.

Zone 1

Bar

W.C.

Zone 2
Zone 3
Zone 4

3 BUILDINGS / 13 AREAS
“Petrikafe” building
Zone 1: conference room
Zone 2: bar, main entrance and bar area*

“Cider house”

Zone 3: Area of modern armchairs and tables which are adaptable to the conference room

W.C.

Zone 7

Zone 4: terrace**

Zone 8
Cocina

(*) It is just possible to rent zone 2 just if you also rent zone 1 or 3.
(**) It is not a private terrace.

“Cider house” building

Zone 5

Zone 5: main dining room “SAGAR”

Zone 6

Zone 6: large dining room “BASERRI BORDA”
Zone 7: small dining room “ARRANTZALE”

W.C. W.C.

Zone 8: wine cellar 1, 2 and 3*
(*) The wine cellars aren’t private ones, they are opened for all of the guests. Wine cellar 2 & 3 aren’t open during the whole year.

“Rural hotel - SagarLore”
Planta 0

“Rural hotal-SagarLore”
Zone 9: swimming pool
Zone 10: terrace
Zone 11: salon
Zone 12: conference room*
Zone 13: rooms
(*) This area can be rent from 11 a.m. on.

Plantas 1/2
W.C.

Zona 9
Zone
10

Zone 13

Recepción/Bar
Office
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PETRITEGI

Zone 12

Zone 11

Zone 13
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CAPACITIES/DIMENSIONS
“Petrikafe”

SERVICES
“Rural hotel – SagarLore”

“Petrikafe”

Zone 1: 90 pers. sitting / 140 pers. standing

Zone 9: 25 pers.

Wi-Fi

Zone 2: 70 pers. sitting / 100 pers. standing

Zone 10: 12 pers. sitting/ 30 pers. standing

Projector and screen

Zone 3: 120 pers. sitting / 180 pers. standing

Zone 11 & 12: 16 pers. sitting / 25 pers. standing

Option to hire professional loudspeakers, microphones and other equipment like that

Zone 4: 20 pers. sitting / 50 pers. standing

Zone 13: 32 pers. / 16 double rooms with the possibility to add 4 extra beds

Option to hire a catering service

“Cider house”

“Cider house”

Zone 5: 150 pers. sitting / 300 pers. standing

Wi-Fi

Zone 6: 180 pers. sitting / 360 pers. standing

Projector and screen in zone 6 & 7

Zone 7: 80 pers. sitting / 160 pers. standing

Wireless loudspeakers and microphones

Zone 8: wine cellar 1 (16 wooden barrels)
wine cellar 2 (15 wooden barrels)
wine cellar 3 (12 polyester barrels)

“Rural hotel – SagarLore”
Wi-Fi
Projector and screen
Loudspeakers and microphones
Television
Catering service

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
Our experiences: “Txotx”, gastronomy and cider
Activities for companies: Teambuilding
The cider house offers the option to hire exhibitions for welcoming the people or to brighten up the meal / dinner.
Rural sport (woodcutters and stone lifters)
Traditional music (bersolaris), traditional dance (datzaris), traditional music (trikitilaris and otxotes)
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ACTIVITIES FOR COMPANIES

ACTIVITIES FOR COMPANIES

GUIDED TOURS
Guided tours to our cider houses offer the chance to learn about
our region’s culture and history. Apart from meeting the family,
you will visit apple orchards, the ‘caserío’, the cider house facilities, and finish off with a cider tasting accompanied by a light
aperitif or ‘pintxo’.

TRADITIONAL DANCE
The ‘aurresku’ is one of the Basque Country’s most emblematic
dances, and is a staple of all ceremonies, weddings, and official events, however there is also the ‘romerias’, ‘arin-arin’, and
‘fandango’.

CIDER TASTING PAIRED WITH LOCAL PRODUCTS
A tasting of different ciders paired with ‘pintxos’ of regional products hosted by one of our oenologists. Cider houses are
diversifying their products so that now, in addition to natural
cider, you will find cider with a Basque Designation of Origin,
organic cider, sparkling cider, apple juice, ice cider, and more.

PAINTBALL
Our paintball zone provides us with an offering that sets us apart.
This activity promotes interpersonal relationships between various company participants, helping to let off some steam while
creating an enjoyable, relaxed environment.

RURAL SPORT DEMONSTRATIONS
Rural sport is closely connected to Basque customs and the
trades of the Basque Country’s rural homes. Stone lifting and
wood chopping are some of the demonstrations that can be organised at our cider house facilities.

ROWING ON LA CONCHA
La Concha is Gipuzkoa’s most significant beach, and rowing is one
of the Basque Country’s most important sports. The combination
of the two makes practising this sport less demanding thanks to
the beautiful panoramic views. The ‘trainiera’ boats help build
upon the theme of teamwork, as rowing out of sync means you
won’t move forward. This is one of the most requested activities
among business clients.

TRADITIONAL MUSIC
The Basque Country has its own very unique identity, thanks in
large part to its ‘EUSKERA’ language. This has resulted in our rich
musical tradition of improvised verse singers called ‘bertsolaris’,
‘trikitilaris’, ‘txalapartaris’, ‘otxotes’, and so on.

CULINARY WORKSHOPS
Gastronomy is one of the pillars of Basque culture, and food
the main topic of our conversations. In these workshops, you
will dive a bit deeper into our origins, learning recipes from our
grandmothers that have been fused with present-day technologies and trends.
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ACTIVIDADES PARA EMPRESAS
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RESTAURANT AND CATERING SERVICE

RESTAURANT AND CATERING SERVICE

CIDER HOUSE RESTAURANT SERVICE

CATERING SERVICE BASED ON LOCAL PRODUCTS

The cider houses have a kitchen and dining rooms. In terms of the range of menus offered, we should note that they can
be adapted to the needs of each group. From the traditional cider house menu to variations for allergy requirements,
vegan/vegetarians, and celiacs, as well as fish, roasts and more.

Our catering service is based on local, KM0 products. Coffee breaks, breakfasts, mid-day meals, cocktail hours, light
lunches, dinners, and various formats that can be adapted to the needs of our clients.
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CONTACT

Sagardoa Route
(Basque Cider Houses Association)
943 336 811
info@sagardoa.eus
Nabarra Oñatz 7 bajo. 20115 Astigarraga

www.sagardoa.eus

